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fin integral with rear fuselage; three‐part fuselage; steel, magnesium, and graphite/epoxy
components in fuselage; airbrake panels of laminated graphite composites; ailerons have
metal honeycomb core.

Landing Gear: Hydraulically retractable tricycle type, with single wheel on each unit. Main
units retract inward into fuselage, nosewheel forward. Oleo‐pneumatic shock‐absorber in
each unit. Two‐position extending nose leg increases static angle of attack by 3° 30', to
reduce T‐O run, and is shortened automatically during retraction. Emergency extension by
gravity. Mainwheels and tyres size 24 × 8.00‐13, pressure 8.96 bars (130 lb/sq in).
Hydraulically steerable nose unit, with wheel and tyre size 18 × 6.50‐8, pressure 5.51 bars
(80 lb/sq in). All‐metal multidisc brakes.

Power Plant: Two Honeywell (AlliedSignal/Garrett) TFE731‐2‐2L non‐afterburning turbofans
(each 15.57 kN; 3,500 lb st), installed in nacelle on each side of fuselage. Inclined ram air
intakes, each with splitter plate abreast of rear cockpit. Engine starting by onboard battery
or ground power. All fuel carried in fuselage, in two equal‐size rubber impregnated nylon
bladder tanks, with combined capacity of 1,630 litres (430.6 US gallons; 385.6 Imp
gallons). Two independent fuel systems, one for each engine, with crossfeed to allow fuel
from either or both systems to be fed to either or both engines. Pressure fuelling point
forward of, and below, port air intake for internal and external tanks. A 568 litre (150 US
gallon; 125 Imp gallon) auxiliary drop tank can be carried on each inboard underwing pylon.
Oil capacity 5.7 litres (1.5 US gallons; 1.25 Imp gallons) total, 1.9 litres (0.5 US gallons;
0.42 Imp gallons) usable. Fire warning and extinguishing systems for each engine bay.

Accommodation: Crew of two in tandem on zero‐zero ejection (through canopy) seats,
under individual manually operated canopies which open sideways to starboard. Crew
separated by internal windscreen. Independent Miniature Detonation Chord (MDC) system
to break each canopy for ground and in‐flight emergency egress. MDC can be operated
from outside cockpit on ground. Rear seat elevated 30 cm (12 in). Dual controls standard.

Systems: AiResearch bootstrap air cycle ECS, for cockpit air conditioning and pressurisation
(maximum differential 0.34 bar; 5 lb/sq in), canopy seal, de‐misting, and pressurisation of
g suits, hydraulic reservoirs and external fuel tanks. Two independent hydraulic systems,
pressure 207 bars (3,000 lb/sq in), with engine‐driven pumps (flow rate 34.4 litres; 9.09 US
gallons; 7.57 Imp gallons/min). Air type reservoir, pressurised at 2.41 bars (35 lb/sq in).
Flight control hydraulic system provides power only for operation of primary flying control
surfaces. Utility system serves primary flying control surfaces, landing gear, landing gear
doors, airbrakes, wheel brakes, nosewheel steering and stability augmentation system.
Primary electrical power supplied by two 28 V 12 kW DC starter/generators, one on each
engine. One 40 Ah Ni/Cd battery for engine starting. Two static inverters supply AC power
at 400 Hz. External DC power socket on starboard side of centre‐fuselage. Hydraulic and
electrical systems can be sustained by either engine. Liquid oxygen system, capacity
5 litres (1.3 US gallons; 1.1 Imp gallons), for crew.

Avionics: AT‐3:: Most radio and nav equipment located in large avionics bays in forward
fuselage. Standard avionics include UHF com, intercom, IFF/SIF, Tacan, panel‐mounted
VOR/ILS/marker beacon indicator, AHRS and angle of attack system, plus full blind‐flying
instrumentation. Wide range of optional avionics available.

AT‐3A/B:: The avionic system developed for the AT‐3A/B is the Navigation/Attack
System (NAS) which integrates the data from the Laser gyro Inertial Navigation System
(LINS), Tacan, radar altimeter, radar, anti‐ship missile control unit and Sidewinder control
system in the computer/interface unit, and the navigation, A/A, A/G functions were
displayed on HUD and dual head‐down Display Units (DU).

Equipment: Can be equipped with A/A 37U‐15TTS aerial target system, carried on centreline
and outboard pylons; Aerial Gunnery/Missile Target System (AGTS/AMTS), carried on
inboard pylon.

Armament: Manually adjustable gunsight and camera in forward cockpit. Large weapons
bay beneath rear cockpit can house variety of stores, including quick‐change
semi‐recessed machine gun packs. Disposable weapons can be carried on centreline
pylon (stressed for 907 kg; 2,000 lb load), two inboard underwing pylons (each 635 kg;
1,400 lb and capable of accepting triple ejector racks), two outboard underwing pylons
(each 272 kg; 600 lb), and wingtip launch rails (each of 91 kg; 200 lb capacity), subject to
maximum external stores load of 2,721 kg (6,000 lb). Weapons that can be carried include
GP, SE, cluster and fire bombs; SUU‐25A/A, ‐25C/A and ‐25E/A flare dispensers; LAU‐3/A,
‐3A/A, ‐3B/A, ‐10/A, ‐/10A/A, ‐60/A, ‐68A/A and ‐68B/A rocket launchers; wingtip infrared
air‐to‐air missiles; HF 2 anti‐ship missiles and rocket pods, practice bombs and bomb or
rocket training dispensers.

AT‐3

Dimensions, External
Overall
length...........................................................................................12.90 m (42 ft 33∕4 in)
height.............................................................................................4.36 m (14 ft 33∕4 in)

Wings
wing span.....................................................................................10.46 m (34 ft 33∕4 in)
wing chord
at root ...........................................................................................2.80 m (9 ft 21∕4 in)
at tip.................................................................................................1.40 m (4 ft 7 in)

wing aspect ratio.....................................................................................................5.0
Tailplane, tailplane span.................................................................4.83 m (15 ft 101∕4 in)
Wheels
wheelbase......................................................................................5.49 m (18 ft 01∕4 in)
wheel track........................................................................................3.96 m (13 ft 0 in)

Areas
Wings, Gross wing area.................................................................21.93 m² (236.1 sq ft)
Wing control surfaces
Ailerons, total................................................................................1.33 m² (14.32 sq ft)
Flaps, trailing-edge, total.............................................................2.53 m² (27.23 sq ft)

Vertical tail control surfaces
Rudder...........................................................................................1.15 m² (12.38 sq ft)

Fins
Fin..................................................................................................3.45 m² (37.14 sq ft)

Tailplane
Tailplanes......................................................................................5.02 m² (54.03 sq ft)

Weights and Loadings
Weight
Weight empty, equipped................................................................ 3,855 kg (8,498 lb)
Max T-O weight
normal, trainer, clean ................................................................ 5,216 kg (11,499 lb)
with external stores................................................................... 7,938 kg (17,500 lb)

Max landing weight...................................................................... 7,360 kg (16,226 lb)
Fuel weight
Max fuel weight
internal ......................................................................................... 1,270 kg (2,799 lb)
external ........................................................................................... 884 kg (1,948 lb)

Payload
Max stores payload, external......................................................... 2,721 kg (5,998 lb)

Loading
Max wing loading................................................................. 362 kg/m² (74.14 lb/sq ft)
Max thrust loading.................................................................254.9 kg/kN (2.5 lb/lb st)

Performance
(A: at max T‐O weight)
T-O
T-O run (A)............................................................................................458 m (1,500 ft)
T-O field length
to 15 m (50 ft) (A) ..............................................................................671 m (2,200 ft)

Climb
Rate of climb
max, at S/L (A) ...............................................................3,078 m/min (10,100 ft/min)

Altitude
Service ceiling (A).........................................................................14,630 m (48,000 ft)

Speed
Max level speed (A)............................................... 485 kt (898 km/h; 558 mph) at S/L

488 kt (904 km/h; 562 mph) at 10,973 m
(36,000 ft)

Max level Mach number (A)..............................................0.85 at 10,973 m (36,000 ft)
Max operating Mach number (A)..........................................................................1.05
Cruising speed (A)........................................476 kt (882 km/h; 548 mph) at 10,973 m

(36,000 ft)
Cruising Mach number (A)................................................0.83 at 10,973 m (36,000 ft)
Stalling speed
clean (A) .........................................................................100 kt (186 km/h; 116 mph)
flaps and gear down (A) ..................................................90 kt (167 km/h; 104 mph)

Range
max fuel, internal (A)......................................... 1,230 n miles (2,278 km; 1,415 miles)

Endurance
with max internal fuel (A)............................................................................3 hr 12 min

Landing
Landing run (A).....................................................................................671 m (2,200 ft)
Landing field length
from 15 m (50 ft) (A)..........................................................................945 m (3,100 ft)

Aircraft Manufacturer: AIDC (Aerospace Industrial Development Corporation)Taiwan.

AIDC F‐CK‐1 Ching Kuo
Type: Multirole fighter.
Programme: Indigenous Defensive Fighter (IDF) programme initiated in May 1982 after US
refusal to allow purchase of Northrop Grumman F‐20 Tigershark or Lockheed Martin F‐16;
US development assistance received for airframe (General Dynamics), engine (Garrett),
radar (Westinghouse) and various subsystems; design frozen in 1985; named in 1988 after
former Taiwan president. Collective project name An Hsiang (Safe Flight); individual
programme names for airframe (Ying Yang: Soaring Eagle), engine (Yun Han: Cloud Man),
avionics (Tien Lei: Sky Thunder) and main missile armament (Tien Chien: Sky Sword). Four
flying prototypes were built (three single‐seat and one two‐seat), with first flights on 28 May
1989 (77‐8001), on 27 September 1989 (78‐8002), on 10 January 1990 (78‐8003) and on
10 July 1990 (two‐seater, 79‐8004), of which '002 was lost on 12 July 1991 following
vibration during transonic acceleration; modified intakes on '003. Air‐to‐surface attack
capability successfully verified by June 1997. Prototype test programme ended on
1 October 1997 after 2,950 flying hours. Preproduction batch of 10 started October 1990;
all of these handed over to Republic of China Air Force (RoCAF) by 19 November 1993; Sky
Sword 1 missile launch demonstrated late 1992; Sky Sword 2 BVR missile launch
demonstrated in mid‐1994; 120 production aircraft authorised; first production
single‐seater flew on 10 January 1994, followed by first two‐seater on 27 February.
Deliveries to RoCAF also began on 10 January 1994; average production rate of two per
month from 1994, but temporarily suspended in October 1995 after 51st aircraft, for
modifications to fuel management system; resumed in May 1996 and last two aircraft
delivered on 14 January 2000. AIDC sought Taiwanese and US government permission to
offer downgradedChing‐Kuo for export as lead‐in fighter trainer. Final two aircraft (88‐8134
and 88‐8135) delivered to RoCAF on 14 January 2000; second wing (1st TFW) declared
operational July 2000.

Versions: F‐CK‐1A: Single‐seat fighter. Three prototypes; 103 production airframes.
F‐CK‐1B: Two‐seat operational trainer. One prototype; 28 production.

Upgrades: AIDC ‘Imposing Eagle’ upgrade: ‘Imposing Eagle’ upgrade programme,
initiated in 2001, involved modifications from the F‐CK‐1A/B to C/D standard. The first
phase increased the number of Tien Chien 2 (Sky Sword 2) missiles carried from two to
four. The upgrade also introduced the Tien Chien 2A anti‐radiation missile and the Wan

One of two AIDC A‐3 single‐seat prototypes, used mainly now for target towing

duties 0051312

AIDC AT‐3 Tsu‐Chiang two‐seat trainer aircraft (Mike Keep) 0503265

24 Aircraft > AIDC (Aerospace Industrial Development Corporation)
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aircraft was on loan from the USMC as part of an R&D programme to establish enhanced

capability for future procurement. Bell then designed a testbed helicopter with

T700‐GE‐401 turboshaft engines which was test flown on 16 November 1983 and was

evaluated by the USMC from December 1983. In early 1984, Congressional approval was

given for procurement of 44 production AH‐1W SuperCobras, 22 in each FY85 and FY96.

The first AH‐1Wwas delivered on 27 March 1986. TheUSMarine Corps has now added the

turned exhaust from the AH‐1Z. Two General Electric T700‐GE‐401 turboshaft engines

with a combined output of 2,423 kW (3,250 shp). The engines have intermediate and

contingency ratings of 1,260 kW (1,690 shp) and 1,285 kW (1,723 shp) respectively. The

fuel system is designed to survive 23 mm damage.

AH‐1Z SuperCobra: Remanufactured/new‐build AH‐1W for the US Marine Corps. See

separate entry.

Fire Cobra/Fire Snake: Civilian fire fighting conversions of ex‐military examples of

AH‐1. See separate entry.

Upgrades: Iran: Iran in 2010 introduced 10 ‘Toufan’ (Storm/Typhoon) combat helicopters to

service. The ‘Toufan’ is reportedly a domestically‐built attack helicopter, but appears to be

a refurbished Bell AH‐1J Sea Cobra, of which Iran received around 200 examples in the

1970s. The helicopters are reportedly equipped with 20 mm cannon, anti‐tank missiles,

and air‐to‐ground rockets.

Israeli AF/DF: Israeli Defence Force cycled its AH‐1 force through a mid‐life upgrade to

extend service life to 2010, confirmed in October 1996. Proof of concept programme

carried out in collaboration with the USMC and General Electric. Thailand also joined the

programme but it was put on hold. Re‐engining with General Electric T700‐GE‐701

turboshaft engines, Direct View Optic (DVO) in the cockpit to enable the shooter to aim the

Cobra's TOW missiles by means of a TV display. Later developed a blade formation IR tip

light, and fitted to AH‐1S. This safety device helps the helicopter pilot perform mission at

night in close formation with NVG and without visible helicopter lights. The light forms a

circle that can be seen for up to 300 m (1,000 ft) by the adjacent helicopter pilot, but not by

ground forces. It is battery operated with a limit of 60 h of flight at night and this battery is

easily replaced in the field. Israel has also upgraded its AH‐1 Cobras with a Tadiran

Spectralink datalink to enable the helicopter to receive real‐time video imagery from UAVs.

This enables the UAV to locate and identify targets and relay information imagery to the

AH‐1.

A new weapon was revealed in 2012. The Machtselet (mat) is a derivative of the Rafael

Spike missile and the Tzefa is using the longer‐range Spike NLOS (Non Line of Sight)

missile. The Machtselet is a multi‐purpose, electro‐optical missile system with a real‐time

wireless datalink for ranges of up to 25 km. It incorporates an electro‐optical seeker with

dual sensor capable of engaging targets day and night and in adverse weather. Damage

assessment and real‐time intelligence can be gathered using the missile’s TV camera

sending a video signal via datalink. Tzefa fleet is the sole user of the system.

Jordan: In 2004, the Royal Jordanian AF was in discussion with Lockheed Martin over a

comprehensive upgrade for its fleet of 21 AH‐1F Cobras. Programme could involve a new

upgrade package being offered to other single‐engine AH‐1 operators. This includes

all‐weather day/night vision systems, the AN/AAQ‐30 Hawkeye Target Sight System (TSS),

AGM‐114 Hellfire and new cockpit avionics.

Korea, South: Upgraded its fleet of 72 AH‐1S Cobras to carry Raytheon TOW‐2A and

Boeing AGM‐114 Hellfire anti‐armour missiles. Replacement required from 2010, however

this is likely to slip.

Pakistan: Pakistan Army received 20 AH‐1S from 1984. Upgraded to AH‐1F standard

and equipped with C‐NITE (Cobra Night Imaging Thermal Equipment) and TOW missile

day/night capability. Some 12 AH‐1F delivered from ex‐US Army stocks in 2006/7, these

do not feature C‐NITE and are limited to daylight operations currently.

Taiwan: Taiwan has upgraded its AH‐1Ws to incorporate the AIM‐9M Sidewinder

air‐to‐air missile. Operational capability was declared in April 2001 (with live firing), though

the modifications may have been carried out some time before, but was not made public

until August 2001. The programme was designed to allow Taiwanese examples to defend

offshore islands without useable runways. Announced to counter Chinese military

exercises near Taiwan in 2001. In 2004, Taiwan's Aerospace Industrial Development Corp

(AIDC) won a contract to maintain the AH‐1W fleet. Avionics and safety upgrades followed

from 2005 for 62 examples, with AIDC conducting work under licence from Bell. Upgrades

to include crashworthy seats, new communications equipment, GPS navigation, chaff/flare

dispensers and engine exhaust suppressors.

Thailand: The Royal Thai Army inducted its AH‐1F fleet into a cockpit and engine

upgrade programme led by Israeli Aircraft Industries, now Israeli Aerospace Industries (IAI)

in 2001. The US Directorate of Logistics Aviation Logistics Management Division at the US

Army’s Fort Drum, NewYork, facility in late 2010 completed refurbishment of the last of four

AH‐1Fs. The organisation has delivered refurbished Cobras to Jordan, Bahrain and Turkey.

Turkey: IAI Tamam facility won a contract in early 1995 to upgrade 12 Turkish Cobra

AH‐1P helicopters with Night Targeting Systems (NTS) under a USD12 million deal. IAI was

selected as systems integrator with Triton Systems (USA) as programme manager and

Canadian Marconi as systems engineer to install a tactical navigation system. Prototype

installation commenced in March 1995. Final test and certification took place in October

1995. Production began in December 1995. Tactical Navigation System consists of the

CMA 2012 B Doppler Navigation System (DNS), Rockwell Collins 822‐0205‐501

Miniaturised Avionics GPS Receiver (MAGR) and the CMA‐2082A‐5 Avionics Management

System (AMS) as the Control Display Unit (CDU). Taiwan ordered 53 sets for installation on

its AH‐1W SuperCobra helicopters and the USMC ordered 250 sets.

USCivilianmission conversions: Ex‐military AH‐1s adapted for many civilianmissions,

including fire spotting. See separate entry.

US Marine Corps: Night Targeting System (NTS) upgrade saw USMC AH‐1Ws fitted

with the Israeli Tamam laser NTS for dual TOW/Hellfire day, night and adverse weather

capability. Prototype (162533) was authorised in December 1991, with an initial batch of 25

sets being built by Tamam for delivery from January 1993; joint production with Kollsman

was approved in May 1994. A total of 250 sets was required by the USMC, with further sets

produced for Turkey and Taiwan. Deliveries of modified aircraft to operational units of the

USMC began in June 1994. A further improvement programme, involving installation of an

Embedded Global Positioning System/Inertial Navigation System (EGI) also undertaken.

Two prototype conversions (162532 and 163936) were delivered to test units for trials in

November 1995 and March 1996. Phase 2 was initially dubbed AH‐1W (4BW), but now

known as AH‐1Z. See separate entry.

USMC has also upgraded its AH‐1W Cobras from 2004 with a new enhanced

self‐protection system for future operations in Iraq. It has also received the new ‘turned’

exhaust from the AH‐1Z programme.

The US Marine Corps completed the test phase of BAE Systems’ Advanced Precision

Kill Weapon System (APKWS) on 5 January 2010 after five of the laser‐guided 2.75in

(70mm) rockets were fired against one stationary and four moving targets. All five rockets,

which were fired from an AH‐1W attack helicopter, hit their intended targets within 6.5ft

(2m) of the designated location. Intended for use against soft and lightly armored targets,

the low‐yield weapon’s accuracy will reduce collateral damage caused by larger and

less‐accurate weapons. Up to eight APKWSwill be fired at a variety of targets, in conditions

that represent real‐world scenarios, as part of the upcoming operational assessment.

Elbit Systems has received contracts worth almost USD24 million in early 2010 to

provide datalink and helmet‐mounted display systems for the USMC AH‐1W fleet. A

USD15.6 million contract will include development and installation of a Tactical Video

DataLink (TVDL) kit to be operational by the end of Fiscal Year 2010. The TVDLmodification

will provide pilots with live video and targeting information from unmanned aircraft

systems, and the ability to retransmit this and data from on‐board systems to other aircraft

or land forces. Elbit also received an USD8.2million award to produce helmet display and

tracker system equipment for the AH‐1W, with the work also to run through FY2010.

US Marine Corps/Bell: AH‐1Z upgrade programme, see separate entry.

Operators: Versions of the Bell and Fuji Bell AH‐1E/F/P/S/W and TH‐1S are in service with

the armed forces of the following countries: Bahrain (30); Iran (50); Israel (53); Jordan (21);

Korea, South (60); Pakistan (50); Taiwan (62); Thailand (10); Turkey (50) and US (184).

Design Features: Transmission rated at 962 kW (1,290 shp) for take‐off and 845 kW

(1,134 shp) continuous; Kaman composite blades, fitted from 67th AH‐1P onwards,

tolerate hits by 23 mm shells, have tungsten carbide bearing sleeves and outer 15 per cent

of blade is tapered in chord and thickness; tailboom strengthened against 23 mm hits;

airframe has infra‐red suppressant paint finish.

Power Plant: One 1,342 kW (1,800 shp) Textron Lycoming T53‐L‐703 turboshaft. Closed

circuit refuelling on AH‐1F. Fuel capacity 980 litres (259 US gallons; 216 Imp gallons).

Upward‐facing exhaust on AH‐1E; IR suppression nozzle on AH‐1F.

Accommodation: Flat‐plate canopy has seven planes of viewing surfaces, designed to

minimise glint and reduce possibility of visual detection during Nap Of the Earth (NOE)

Iran in 2010 introduced 10 Toufan combat helicopters to service, based on a

refurbished Bell AH‐1J Sea Cobra (FARS News Agency) 1437089

A Royal Jordanian AF AH‐1F Cobra (IHS/Patrick Allen) 1037084

Bell AH‐1F HueyCobra (Textron Lycoming T53‐L‐703 turboshaft) (Dennis Punnett)
0507248
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152, 152 II, 152 Trainer

152 II ............................................................................................... 516 kg (1,138 lb)
152 Trainer...................................................................................... 521 kg (1,149 lb)

Max ramp weight............................................................................... 760 kg (1,675 lb)
Max T-O weight................................................................................. 757 kg (1,670 lb)
Max landing weight........................................................................... 757 kg (1,670 lb)

Loading
Max wing loading.................................................................. 51.3 kg/m² (10.5 lb/sq ft)
Max power loading..................................................................9.43 kg/kW (15.5 lb/hp)

Performance
(A: max T‐O weight, ISA)
T-O
T-O run (A)...............................................................................................221 m (725 ft)
T-O field length
to 15 m (50 ft) (A) ..............................................................................409 m (1,340 ft)

Climb
Rate of climb
max, at S/L (A) .......................................................................218 m/min (715 ft/min)

Altitude
Service ceiling (A)...........................................................................4,480 m (14,700 ft)

Speed
Max level speed
with wheel speed fairings which
increase speeds by approx 2 kt
(3.7 km/h; 2.3 mph) (A) ....................................... 109 kt (202 km/h; 125 mph) at S/L

Cruising speed
max, 75% power (A)....................................106 kt (196 km/h; 122 mph) at 2,438 m

(8,000 ft)
Stalling speed
clean, power off, CAS (A)....................................................48 kt (89 km/h; 56 mph)
flaps down, power off, CAS
(A) .....................................................................................43 kt (80 km/h; 50 mph)

Range
recommended lean mixture, with
allowances for start, taxi, T‐O, climb
and 45 min reserves at 75% power,
standard fuel, 75% power at 2,440 m
(8,000 ft)
(A)............................................................................ 315 n miles (583 km; 362 miles)

max fuel, recommended lean mixture,
with allowances for start, taxi, T‐O,
climb and 45 min reserves at 75%
power, 75% power at 2,440 m
(8,000 ft)
(A)......................................................................... 540 n miles (1,000 km; 621 miles)

recommended lean mixture, with
allowances for start, taxi, T‐O, climb
and 45 min reserve at 45% power,
standard fuel, econ cruising power at
3,050 m (10,000 ft)
(A)............................................................................ 370 n miles (685 km; 425 miles)

max fuel, recommended lean mixture,
with allowances for start, taxi, T‐O,
climb and 45 min reserve at 45%
power, econ cruising power at
3,050 m (10,000 ft)
(A)......................................................................... 625 n miles (1,157 km; 719 miles)

Landing
Landing run.............................................................................................145 m (475 ft)
Landing field length
from 15 m (50 ft) ...............................................................................366 m (1,200 ft)

Aircraft Manufacturer: Cessna Aircraft Company (Subsidiary of Textron Inc) United States.

Cessna 152 Aerobat
Type: Two‐seat lightplane.
Programme: The Model 152 Aerobat combined the economy and versatility of the standard

Model 152 but with an aerobatic capability. Structural changes allow the Aerobat to
perform ‘unusual attitude’ manoeuvres and it is licensed in the Aerobatic category for load
factors of +6 g and 3 g at full gross weight, permitting the performance of barrel and aileron
rolls, snap rolls, Immelmann turns, Cuban eights, spins, vertical reversements, lazy eights
and chandelles.

Design Features: Equipment of the aircraft differs only slightly from that of the standard 152.
Series 300 nav/com with remote VOR/LOC indicator, quick‐release cabin doors,
removable seat cushions and reclining backs, quick‐release lap‐straps, and shoulder
harnesses, are standard, as are two tinted skylights in the cabin roof which offer extra field
of view. Distinct external styling provides immediate recognition of the Aerobat's role. The
152 II package detailed for the Model 152 is also available for the Aerobat.

A152

Dimensions, External
Overall
length................................................................................................7.34 m (24 ft 1 in)
height..................................................................................................2.59 m (8 ft 6 in)

Wings
wing span
standard .....................................................................................9.97 m (32 ft 81∕2 in)
optional conical wingtips.........................................................10.12 m (33 ft 21∕2 in)

wing chord
at root ..............................................................................................1.63 m (5 ft 4 in)
at tip..............................................................................................1.13 m (3 ft 81∕2 in)

wing aspect ratio.....................................................................................................6.7
Tailplane, tailplane span......................................................................3.05 m (10 ft 0 in)
Engines
propeller diameter..............................................................................1.75 m (5 ft 9 in)
propeller ground clearance................................................................0.30 m (1 ft 0 in)

Cockpit door
height, each.....................................................................................0.78 m (2 ft 63∕4 in)
width, each.......................................................................................0.84 m (2 ft 91∕4 in)

Wheels
wheelbase.........................................................................................1.47 m (4 ft 10 in)
wheel track.......................................................................................2.32 m (7 ft 71∕4 in)

Areas
Wings
Gross wing area
standard ....................................................................................14.6 m² (157.0 sq ft)
with optional conical wingtips ..................................................14.8 m² (159.5 sq ft)

Weights and Loadings
Weight
Weight empty..................................................................................... 513 kg (1,131 lb)

Max ramp weight............................................................................... 760 kg (1,675 lb)
Max T-O weight................................................................................. 757 kg (1,670 lb)
Max landing weight........................................................................... 757 kg (1,670 lb)

Loading
Max wing loading.................................................................. 51.3 kg/m² (10.5 lb/sq ft)
Max power loading..................................................................9.43 kg/kW (15.5 lb/hp)

Performance
(A: at max T‐O weight, ISA)
T-O
T-O run....................................................................................................221 m (725 ft)
T-O field length, to 15 m (50 ft)...........................................................409 m (1,340 ft)

Climb
Rate of climb, max, at S/L........................................................218 m/min (715 ft/min)

Altitude, Service ceiling.....................................................................4,480 m (14,700 ft)
Speed
Max level speed
at S/L (A) ........................................................................108 kt (200 km/h; 124 mph)

Cruising speed
max, 75% power (A)....................................105 kt (194 km/h; 121 mph) at 2,438 m

(8,000 ft)
Stalling speed
clean, power off, CAS .........................................................48 kt (89 km/h; 56 mph)
flaps down, power off, CAS................................................43 kt (80 km/h; 50 mph)

Range
standard fuel, 75% power at 2,440 m
(8,000 ft), recommended lean mixture,
with allowances for engine start, taxi,
T‐O, climb and 45 min reserves at
75% power
(A)............................................................................ 310 n miles (574 km; 356 miles)

max fuel, standard fuel, 75% power at
2,440 m (8,000 ft), recommended lean
mixture, with allowances for engine
start, taxi, T‐O, climb and 45 min
reserves at 75% power
(A)............................................................................ 530 n miles (981 km; 609 miles)

standard fuel, econ cruising power at
3,050 m (10,000 ft), recommended
lean mixture, with allowances for
engine start, taxi, T‐O, climb and
45 min reserves at 45% power
(A)............................................................................ 365 n miles (676 km; 420 miles)

max fuel, standard fuel, econ cruising
power at 3,050 m (10,000 ft),
recommended lean mixture, with
allowances for engine start, taxi, T‐O,
climb and 45 min reserves at 45%
power
(A)......................................................................... 615 n miles (1,139 km; 707 miles)

Landing
Landing run.............................................................................................145 m (475 ft)
Landing field length
from 15 m (50 ft) ...............................................................................366 m (1,200 ft)

Aircraft Manufacturer: Cessna Aircraft Company United States.

Cessna 172 Skyhawk
US Air Force designation: T‐41 Mescalero

Type: Four‐seat cabin monoplane.
Programme: First flight of prototype on 12 June 1955. A total of 35,643 of the original Model

172 Skyhawk series had been built by the time production was suspended in 1985,
including 2,124 F 172s built in France by Reims. In addition, 864 were built between 1966
and 1983 as T‐41 Mescalero military basic trainers. Cessna restarted production of the
'Restart' 172 Skyhawk in 1995, see Jane's All the World's Aircraft.

Upgrades: Centurian: On 31 October 2002, the German LBA issued certification for the
Cessna 172 to be converted with the 135HP (99Kw) TAE (Thielert) Turbodiesel Centurian
1.7 engine. Thielert suffered bankruptcy proceedings that delayed the project, however in
May 2010 Centurion received the Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) for the installation of
the Centurion 2.0s 155HP kerosene piston engine on the Cessna 172F‐S models from the
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). Centurian operating as the sales company to the
insolvent Thielert Aircraft Engines GmbH. MTOW increased from to 1,157 kg (2,550 lb).
RAM Aircraft Corporation: RAM upgrade for 172D to N Models fitted with 119 kW

(160 hp) Textron Lycoming O‐320‐D2G or Textron Lycoming O‐320‐E2D engine with
power increased from 112 kW (150 hp) to 119 kW (160 hp) when overhauled under RAM
STC SE3692SW and installed under RAM STC SA2375SW.

Design Features: Braced high‐wing monoplane. NACA 2412 wing section. Dihedral 1° 44'.
Incidence 1° 30' at root, 1° 30' at tip.

Flying Controls: Modified Frise all‐metal ailerons. Electrically controlled NACA all‐metal
single‐slotted flaps inboard of ailerons. Trim tab in starboard elevator. Ground adjustable
tab in rudder, in‐flight adjustable trim tab optional.

Structure: All‐metal wing structure, except for conical camber glass fibre wingtips. Single
bracing strut on each side. The fuselage is an all‐metal semi‐monocoque structure. The tail
unit is a cantilever all‐metal structure. Sweepback on fin 35° at quarter‐chord.

Landing Gear: Non‐retractable tricycle type. Cessna Land‐O‐Matic cantilever main legs,
each comprising a one‐piece machined conically tapered spring steel tube. Nosewheel is
carried on an oleo‐pneumatic shock‐strut and is steerable with rudder up to 10° and

A Cessna 172P four‐seat light aircraft (Jamie Hunter) 1342077
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Landing Gear: SHL hydraulically retractable tricycle type, with oleo‐pneumatic

shock‐absorber and twin wheels on each unit. Trailing‐link main units retract inward,

nosewheels forward. Tyre sizes 23 × 7.00–12 (10 ply) (main), 16 × 4.4–10 (6 ply) deflector

type (nose), pressures 8.55 bar; 124 lb/sq in and 6.90 bar; 100 lb/sq in respectively.

Hydraulic extension, retraction and nosewheel steering (±58°); hydraulic multidisc anti‐skid

mainwheel brakes. Compressed nitrogen cylinder provides additional power source for

emergency extension.

Power Plant: Two 18.90 kN (4,250 lb st) Honeywell TFE731‐40R‐200G turbofans, with Dee

Howard hydraulically actuated target‐type thrust reversers and FADEC, pylon‐mounted in

nacelle on each side of rear fuselage. Standard fuel in left and right outer wing tanks, each

1,094 litres (289 US gallons; 241 Imp gallons) and integral tank in wing centre‐section and

upper and lower tanks in centre‐fuselage (combined capacity 2,744 litres; 725 US gallons;

604 Imp gallons). Total normal fuel 4,910 litres (1,297 US gallons; 1,080 Imp gallons), of

which 4,876 litres (1,288 US gallons; 1,072 Imp gallons) are usable. Additional fuel can be

carried in 378.5 litre (100 US gallon; 83.3 Imp gallon) removable auxiliary tank in forward

area of baggage compartment (with baggage weight limilation imposed), all usable. Single

pressure refuelling point in lower starboard side of fuselage aft of wing, or single gravity

point in upper fuselage, allow refuelling of all tanks from one position. Fuel sequencing

automatic.

Accommodation: Crew of two on flight deck. Dual controls standard. Sliding door between

flight deck and cabin. Standard accommodation for six passengers, four in club layout at

front of cabin and two in forward‐facing seats at rear, with executive pull‐out tables

between each pair of club seats and for each individual seat; coat closet forward

(starboard); galley forward (port); lavatory, vanity unit with mirror and closet at rear,

separated from cabin by sliding door. Alternative arrangement for seven passengers

comprises four seats in centre club arrangement and sideways‐facing three‐seat divan

forward (starboard). Cabin amenities include three 110 V power outlets, manual window

shades, reading and table lights, swivel air outlets, two drinks holders per seat, passenger

call system, cabin speakers, individual headphone controls, DVD/CD player with 38 cm

(15 in) retractable flat panel screen and disc storage, and Univision cabin map/information

display.

Plug‐type airstair door at front on port side; emergency exit over wing on each side.

Heated baggage compartment aft of passenger cabin, with external access and service

ladder. Service compartment in rear fuselage houses aircraft batteries (or optional APU),

electrical relay boxes, inverters and miscellaneous equipment.

Systems: Honeywell environmental control system, using engine bleed air, with normal

pressure differential of 0.61 bar (8.8 lb/sq in). Honeywell GTCP36‐150 APU available

optionally. Two independent hydraulic systems, each at pressure of 207 bar (3,000 lb/sq

in). Primary system operated by two engine‐driven pumps for actuation of anti‐skid brakes,

landing gear, nosewheel steering, spoilers/lift dumpers and primary control surfaces.

Back‐up system, operated by electrically driven pump, provides power for

emergency/parking brake, primary control surfaces and thrust reversers.

Electrical system comprises two Lucas Aerospace 300 A 30 V DC engine‐driven

starter/generators, with two 1 kVA single‐phase solid‐state inverters operating in unison to

supply single‐phase 115 V AC power at 400 Hz and 26 V AC power for aircraft instruments.

Two 24 V 24 Ah Ni/Cd batteries for engine starting and to permit operation of essential

flight instruments and emergency equipment. 28 V DC external power receptacle standard.

Pneumatic de‐icing of wing leading‐edge slats and tailplane leading‐edges; thermal

anti‐icing of engine intakes. Oxygen system for crew (pressure demand) and passengers

(drop‐down masks) supplied by 2.18 m3 (77 cu ft) cylinder, with second cylinder of same

capacity optional. Two‐bottle Freon‐type engine fire extinguishing system standard.

Avionics: Rockwell Collins Pro Line 4 suite standard.

Comms: Dual VHF‐422C radios, RTU‐4220 radio tuners, TDR‐94D transponders, Baker

B12135 audio systems and two MagnaStar Flightphones, Rockwell Collins HF 9000 HF,

Motorola NA‐1335 Selcal, Artex ELT and Universal CVR‐30B CVR. Collins VHF‐422D

upgrade, Universal CVR‐120 (exchange for CVR‐30B), and Honeywell FDR, optional.

Radar:: TWR‐850 colour weather radar and WXP‐4220 control panel. BFGoodrich

StormScope optional.

Flight:: Dual Universal UNS‐1C FMS with embedded GPS, Rockwell Collins FCC‐4005

autopilots, AHC‐85E AHRS, ADC‐850C air data systems, VIR‐432 nav/GS/markers and

DME‐442; single ADF‐462 (second optional), ALT‐55B radio altimeter, TCAS‐94 and

optional Honeywell EGPWS with wind‐shear warning.

Gulfstream G100 twin‐turbofan business transport (Paul Jackson) 1153721

Gulfstream C‐38A of US Air National Guard (Paul Jackson) 0526998

Second USAF/National Guard Gulfstream C‐38A, 41570 (Paul Jackson) 1044922

Interior of the Gulfstream G100 with executive and cargo accommodation

0527120

Flight deck of Gulfstream G100 with Pro Line 4 avionics 0100871
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